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Abstract

The objective of this study was to realize the degree of biosafety precautions and measures recorded among different Private Hospitals and Diagnostic labs personnel situated in different areas of Karachi including SITE Area, Orangi Town, North Nazimabad, Nazimabad, New Karachi, Sadar, Mair Canti, Gulshan-1/2, Gulistan-johar, Tariq road, Quaid Abad and F.B Area in Karachi, Pakistan. One thirty two private hospital based laboratory technicians were selected from all 12 selected areas in Karachi. The laboratory technicians were interviewed then a survey form was completed by the interviewer. The survey was conducted in 3 months duration from May 2017 to July 2017. The total number of members in this study was 132, of which 85 were males and 47 were females. Results presented that 65% of the laboratory technicians did not use any type of PPE, and 35% of the respondents recapped used syringes frequently while 25% recapped occasionally. For avoiding the reuse of syringes, Pakistani governments recommend that they be cut before discarding; however, only 65% of the respondents followed the given procedure. Even though mouth pipetting is considered outdated, 45% of the technicians continue to do so for numerous purposes. Moreover, standard operating procedures were not obtainable in 59.9% of the labs, and accidental records were not maintained in 72.5%. Results of this survey established an absence of awareness about good and proper lab practices and lab biosafety measures amongst lab technicians in Karachi, Pakistan.
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Introduction

Persons working in clinical diagnostic laboratories are exposed to many risks. The more the laboratorians become aware of and adhere to recommended, science-based safety precautions, the lower the risk for laboratory acquired infections [1]. In laboratory associated infections and biosafety, the most hazardous agent in the laboratory is a microorganism that is frequently associated with laboratory infections and can be transmitted in variety of routes, especially by aerosols [2]. In addition, a Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP) study conducted in India revealed that numerous laboratory procedures and equipment are considered as a potential aerosol sources for health care workers unless standard infection control measures are implemented [3]. A study conducted on health care workers about the transfer of microorganisms from Personal Protective Equipment has shown that laboratory personnel are one of the risk groups among health care workers for occupational hazards [4]. They are exposed to variety of occupational health hazards including infectious materials, blood and other body fluids from patients including urine, pus, stool, secretions, sputum or equipment contaminated with agents in clinical laboratory anatomy. In addition the behavior patterns and attitude of individuals towards safety programs influence their involvement in laboratory accidents that put themselves and fellow workers at risk. Personnel behavior towards laboratory safety plays vital role in the control and prevention of infections. For example carelessness, poor technique in the handling of infectious materials, needle sting or infectious aerosol exposures are the cause of laboratory acquired infections. Caring for patients with communicable diseases places health care workers including laboratorians at risk. Laboratory personnel in hospitals generally face with many hazards at work and their health and safety may be severely jeopardized unless adequate preventive protective measures are taken.

Biosafety is a concept that promotes safe and hygienic laboratory practices, measures and proper usage of containment equipment and facilities through laboratory staffs. A lot of accidents occur in the laboratory due to lack of proper knowledge regarding laboratory measures, indifferent attitude and improper implementation of safe laboratory practices [5]. Biosafety is an important issue in laboratory settings worldwide especially in developing countries where standard operating procedures are either lacking or not followed properly [6]. As in many other developing countries, biosafety is a critical issue that needs full attention to resolve in the health and diagnostic laboratory system of Pakistan. Laboratory person who handle blood or any biological sample can be at risk for accidental injury or exposure to contamination. Private and government sector hospital-based laboratory workers always contract with different pathogens; they are at risk for occupational infection [7]. Biosafety in lab work and the transporting of lab material from one place to another is a very critical tool in the worldwide fight against infectious diseases and exposures to laboratory personnel, particularly those working in microbiological laboratories as they are exposed to biohazards which may result in laboratory acquired infections [8]. Due to lack of proper awareness about biosafety issues causes the inappropriate handling and hazardous laboratory practices during collection of sample, its processing, specimens discarding etc are resulting laboratory technicians extra exposed to the pathogens. In Pakistan ignorance among laboratory technicians is mostly due to absence of awareness and the shortage
of biosafety training programs regarding the appropriate handling of clinical samples and instruments [9].

Methods

A survey was conducted to know the level of awareness and use of biosafety practices among laboratory personnel in various areas of Karachi. A consent documents were properly signed from each participant, a standard was designed and was distributed among different Private Hospitals and Diagnostic Labs personnel situated in different areas of Karachi including SITE Area, Orangi Town, North Nazimabad, Nazimabad, New Karachi, Sadar, Malir Cant, Gulshan-e-Iqbal, Gulistan-johar, Tariq road, Quaid Abad and F.B Area. The survey was designed including basic questions about all the routine laboratory work and practices such as specimen collection, handling and processing, use of PPE, practice on fire extinguishers, availability of SOPs, biological waste categorization, mouth pipetting of samples, dangerous work practices (i.e drinking and eating in laboratories working areas) and proper disposal of biological wastes, sharps and used syringes etc.

- Sampling Plan: Random Sampling was done from employs of the Labs.
- Study Design: The survey was designed on quantitative basis.
- Sample Size: The size of the sample for this survey was 120 with added 10% to cover the non-respondents; total of 132 respondents based on a previous study [10].

Consent documentation was obtained from supervisors and incharge persons, the technicians, supervisors, assistant technicians, and trainees were interviewed by survey team members and questionnaire was filled out by them. Questionnaires were containing close-end questions.

Results

This study was conducted in 12 different areas in Karachi city containing hospital-based and individual diagnostic laboratories. The survey was conducted in 3 months duration from May 2017 to July 2017. The total number of contributors was 132, of which 85 were males and 47 were female. Technicians with working knowledge of more than 5 years were about 59% of total. These personnel were observed and evaluated for biosafety practices in diagnostic labs. The result of the data was very similar among hospital based labs and other labs situated in different areas of Karachi. Therefore the BSL-2 laboratories are of high concern for the improvement of Laboratory workers, their knowledge about biosafety, handling the hazardous and dangerous infectious agents, safe handling of various virulent pathogens etc.

Discussion

This study was conducted in 12 different areas in Karachi city containing hospital-based and individual diagnostic laboratories. The survey was conducted in 3 months duration from May 2017 to July 2017. The total number of contributors was 132, of which 85 were males and 47 were female. Technicians with working knowledge of more than 5 years were about 59% of total. These personnel were observed and evaluated for biosafety practices in diagnostic labs. The result of the data was very similar among hospital based labs and other labs situated in different areas of Karachi. Therefore the BSL-2 laboratories are of high concern for the improvement of Laboratory workers, their knowledge about biosafety, handling the hazardous and dangerous infectious agents, safe handling of various virulent pathogens etc.

Personal protective equipment

All the surveyed labs were BSL-1, 2 and wearing personal protective equipment is a vital requirement for all lab workers. For example, use of gloves has important role to protect personnel from direct contact with infectious and other pathogenic materials. Contaminated gloves performance as a means to spread infection to environmental surfaces it is essential for the personnel to know how to use PPE. In this study, 65% of the laboratory personnel did not practice any type of PPE; this was more communal in the (44.2%) than in hospital based labs (20.8%). Lab coats and gloves both were used by 15.5% of the personnel, although gloves or a lab coat were used by 8% and 11%, respectively. These percentage results are very low when to compare with a study performed in Turkish where 87.4% and 91.3% of the lab workers used lab coats and gloves respectively [8]. A survey study from Karachi stated that out of 44 clinical laboratories estimated, gloves were used by lab workers in only two (4.5%) laboratories [9]. Protection of face and eyes from splashes during different lab activities is must, therefore safety glasses and mask must be used, but in this study we find that only 0.5% of the technicians used safety glasses or other personal protective equipment (Figure 1 and Table 1).

Disinfecting work benches

In laboratory, a disinfectant should be applied on all the work benches, safety cabinets and other surfaces of the lab before starting work and after work completion. But in this study shows that about 60% of lab personnel disinfect their working tables, and about 30% never disinfect their working benches daily. While the remaining
personnel disinfect laboratory surfaces on weekly or monthly basis (Figure 2).

**Proper disposal of syringes and sharps**

Recycle of disposable syringes and their inappropriate disposal is a main route of transmission for hepatitis B virus [11], HIV [12], hepatitis C virus [13], abscesses [14], septicaemia [15], malaria [16] and viral hemorrhagic fevers [17,18]. In this study, out of the average of 65%, shows that the majority of respondents (35%) are recapping needles regularly after use, while the others (25%) recapped them occasionally. To avoid recycle of needles it is recommended that syringes should be cut after use and before disposal. According to a study the proportion of disposable syringe recycle was 24%, and most of the healthcare providers were unaware of the health consequences of recycling disposable syringes [19]. Therefore they must be discarded appropriately to avoid its reuse. The present survey shows that 65% of the respondents throw sharps and syringes into dustbin without using appropriate disposal procedures. These findings also supported the study done from Karachi which reported that only 35% of healthcare facilities cut needles prior to disposal [20]. In contrast of this, about 65% laboratory workers do not place used syringes in isolated sharp containers or discard sharps properly. This ignorance may be one of causes of serious injuries in Karachi (Figure 3).

**Mouth pipetting**

Mouth pipetting is considered outdated and is strictly forbidden in clinical laboratories [21]. Though, in this present study approximately 45% lab workers used mouth pipetting for different purposes. Out of which 21.4% for blood samples, 15.7% for chemicals and 7.9% for preparation of various chemicals dilutions (Figure 4).

**Centrifuge machines**

Centrifuge machines are the most common vectors for the dispersal of aerosol and other infectious agents in the laboratory setting as it exert force needed to produce respirable aerosols while spinning at a greater velocity. When these aerosols or air particles are inhaled, it could results a laboratory acquired infection. Therefore, while centrifuging, the tubes should be closed with a suitable cap to avoid biohazards due to inhalation [21]. It is also necessary that centrifuge machine should be properly closed before operating. However, in the present study 33.5% of hospital based lab technicians and 36.5% of other lab technicians only occasionally or never close centrifuge machines while centrifugation. But according to an Indian study 63% of lab workers did not close the lid of centrifuge machine while operating (Figure 5) [10,22].

**Fire extinguishers, biosafety cabinets and a separate place for eating and drinking**

The necessary requirements for BSL-2 are fire extinguishers, biosafety cabinets and a separate place for eating and drinking. This study shows that 58% of the lab personnel were not properly trained on fire extinguishers. 87% of labs personnel work without biosafety cabinets due to unavailability biosafety cabinets. Majority (75%) of the
personnel were eating and drinking in laboratory areas due to lack of separate places for it (Figure 6).

**SOPs, emergency records, and biosafety training**

On average basis, 59.9% of labs personnel were working without written standard operating procedures (SOPs) and, 72.5% of labs do not have any maintained accidental records. Similarly, 65% of respondents were working without any professional training in biosafety (Figure 7).

The results of this present study show that maximum number of the laboratory workers do not have basic awareness associated to biosafety practices. According to another previous study conducted in Karachi, out of 44 laboratories only two to three laboratories practice using gloves during bench work while this study shows that only 15.5% of the laboratory workers use both gloves and lab coat, while gloves and lab coat were alone used by 8% and 11% respectively. Recapping and recycle of syringes is strictly forbidden in BSL-2 labs and all sharps must be properly disposed off after use, in the present study 35% workers recap syringes on daily basis, 65% disposed syringes and other sharps without proper measures. Mouth pipetting is also considered outdated and is firmly prohibited in clinical laboratory. However, in this study approximately 45% lab workers used mouth pipetting for different purposes. Out of which 21.4% for blood samples, 15.7% for chemicals and 7.9% for preparation of various chemicals dilutions.

Centrifuge machines are the most common vectors for the dispersal of aerosol and other infectious agents in the laboratory environment as it exert force needed to produce respirable aerosols while spinning at a greater velocity. It is also necessary that centrifuge machine should be properly closed before operating. However, in the present study 33.5% of hospital based lab technicians and 36.5% of other lab technicians only occasionally or never close centrifuge machines while centrifugation. Though for BSL-2 laboratory it is necessary to have these facilities like biosafety cabinets, training on fire extinguishers, eye washer, emergency shower, and separate place for eating and drinking, this study shows that 58% of the lab personnel were not properly trained on fire extinguishers, 87% of labs personnel work without biosafety cabinets due to unavailability biosafety cabinets. Majority (75%) of the personnel were eating and drinking in laboratory areas due to lack of separate places for it. Proper SOPs, proper biosafety training and properly maintained accidental record is necessary in every lab. According to another study in 2012; up to 85% of the workers did not have training courses on biosafety in Sindh, Pakistan. The present study shows that 65% of the participants in lab did not receive any biosafety courses or training, 59.9% were working without any SOPs, while 72.5% labs don not have any maintained accidental record [23,24].

**Conclusion**

The results of this survey report confirmed that there is an absence of awareness about good and hygienic lab practices among the lab personnel in different areas of Karachi, Pakistan. Proper institutional based awareness is necessary to address this lack. A biosafety institutional support is required to maintain, control and record the laboratory acquired infection and accidents. In addition, it is needed to organize basic training programs for increasing awareness of basic self-hygienic procedures and biosafety principles in laboratory workers. There should be a biological safety officer, who will be responsible to maintain the biosafety measures within lab and will also oversight the activities like procedures, personnel, storage, equipment, material transfer and transport, proper destruction of biological material etc. There must be efficient implementation of conceptualized strategic framework in all Public and private sectors laboratories to meet the goals and to maintain the biosafety measures properly. Since Pakistan is among developing countries, beside other countries there is a lot of progresses in advanced biological and biomedical researches.
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